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From destruction comes this seasons latest
looks. The colours of corrosion eat away at
the competition and come out victorious in
browns, greens, golds and blues. Earthy tones
and metallic shines mix elements of new and
old into an incredibly organic trend that grows
faster than rust on the bottom of a car.
Clover Canyon delivers a dress that bursts
with vibrant orange similar to that of Resene
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Flashback. The print is striking and bold,
slightly painful to look at but incredibly
interesting. With a balance of colour the dress
isn’t a neon sign, but enough to get noticed.
Calvin Klein goes for a darker tone in this
deep rust coloured two-piece that is colour
matched with Resene Legend. Like an urban
warrior, this piece is a good mix of modern and
tribal. And just like rust this warrior will eat
through anything it gets its hands on.
Carven strike with a metallic orange skirt,
like polished rust this skirt is similar to that of
Resene Ayers Rock. Powerful and structured,
if aluminium was orange, this is what it would
be made of. The skirt has robotic elements and
screams futuristic, it’ll take a while for the rust

to settle on this hardwearing cyborg armour.
Metallic and aged, this Christian Dior dress
is sexy and sheer with a hint of serious. With a
print like chain mail the dress looks as though
the copper has aged and left a green stripe along
the body similar to Resene Koru. A balance of
strength and femininity, the dress leaves us
with a feeling of Xena the Warrior Princess.
Alexander Wang presents a swamp colour
with this deep dark green jumper matched by
Resene Port Phillip. Simple and clean with an
interesting texture, the jumper is cosy and has
elements of punk in that it have a masculine
shape and colour on a female model. Drop
shoulders make for a relaxed fit done in a new
and different way.
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Chloe take a brighter approach with a
limonite colour, similar to that of Resene Hive.
Big and lush with a slightly faded colour, Chloe
offers an incredibly comfortable coat that looks
easy to wear and expensive to own.
And finally Belstaff show us the extent of
corrosion in this leather biker jacket colour
matched with Resene Irish Coffee. Weathered
and worn, this jacket is a staple piece, timeless
and always successful. No matter the damage
you can always count on a functional leather
jacket and this is no exception.
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